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1. Relevant files 
• Backplane-mapping_error-checking.py 

This is the error-checking script in python (2.7). 
• SEAM0-11.csv 

This is the csv file converted from SEAM mapping .xls file, specifically 
backplaneMapping_SEAMPins_trueType_v3.xlsb 

• PT0-11.csv 
This is the csv file converted from PT mapping .xls file, specifically 
backplaneMapping_pigtailPins_trueType_strictDepopulation_v4.2.xlsb 

• Documentation_for_UT_Inner-backplane_mapping_v1.3.pdf 
          The design rules are according to this file. Referenced as “Documentation” in script. 
 

2. Script descriptions (in coding order) 
a. Using the csv.DictReader, read SEAM0-11.csv and PT0-11.csv and save ALL entries to the lists 

vecSEAM and vecPT, each element of the lists in such formats: 
*Note that SEAM’s SEAM pin and DCB pin are different: DCB pin is what SEAM pin connects 
to, on another SEAM slot.  

SEAM list format 
 ####################### 
 ### 0 - ref 
 ### 1 - SEAM slot 
 ### 2 - SEAM pin 
 ### 3 - Signal ID 
 ### 4 - Pigtail slot 
 ### 5 - Pigtail pin 
 ### 6 - GBTx ID 
 ### 7 - DCB slot 
 ### 8 - DCB pin 
 ####################### 
 
       PT list format 
 ####################### 
 ### 0 - ref 
 ### 1 - Pigtail slot 
 ### 2 - Pigtail pin 
 ### 3 - Signal ID 
 ### 4 - DCB slot 
 ### 5 - DCB pin 
 ####################### 



 
b. Check that the SEAM0-11 and PT0-11 files have 6000 and 4800 entries.  
c. Check if PT's PT pin matches with SEAM's PT pin. 
d. Check if SEAM’s SEAM pin matches with PT’s SEAM pin. 
e. Check if SEAM’s DCB pin matches SEAM’s SEAM pin. The only exception is AGND, where the 

N-to-1 mapping from THERM_B to AGND was skipped when exporting to csv for formatting 
reason. All the AGND connections have been manually checked.   

f. Check if the polarity is correct: _N/P on SEAM is also _N/P on PT. 
g. Check if the same PT pin is used more than once: SEAM’s PT pin does not repeat within each 

PT slot. 
h. Check if the same SEAM pin is used more than once: SEAM's DCB pin repeats within each 

SEAM slot; or PT's SEAM pin repeats within each SEAM slot. Again, the exception being 
AGND. 

i. Check if the matched pins have the same type of signal ID: PT's Signal ID agrees w/ SEAM's 
Signal ID. 

After this step, the cross-checking for pin-assigning errors is done. Next is checking each type of 
signals according to design rules of the Documentation.  

j. Check the Elink Packing Order between EC_ELK and ASIC_CH: 
 This is according to the GBTx-DCB Eport Assignment in the Documentation. 
 For each ASIC, find the 1st ELK and check that with increasing ASIC channel number, ELK 

channel number decreases.  
k. Check MC_OUT_RCLK to DC_IN_RCLK:  

 DCBs(0,1,4,5,6,7,8,9) with Masters 0,1,6,7,8 
 DCB(9,10,11) with Masters 9,10 (plus 4 from 8,9) 
 DCB(2,3,4,5) with Masters 4,5 

l. Check MC_SEC to EC_SEC: 
 DCBs(0,1,6,7,8) with Masters(0,1,6,7,8) 
 DCB(9,10) with Masters(9,10) 
 DCB(4,5) with Masters 4,5 

m. Check MC_TFC to Hybrids and count the number of signals: 
 DCBs(0,1,6,7,8) to 28 sigs on PT[0:7] 
 DCB(9,10) to 12 sigs on PT[0:7] 
 DCB(4,5) to depopulated hybrids: check that exactly 12 used 

n. Check DC_OUT_RCLK (from DCs to Hybrids): 
 DCBs(0,1,6,7,8) to PT[0:7], all 40 including all the depopulated. 
 DCB(9,10) to PT[8:11] 
 DCB(4,5) with Masters 4,5 

o. Check EC_RESET to DC and Hybrids and count the number of signals: 
 DCBs(0,1,6,7,8) to 40 Hybrid sigs on PT[0:7] and 8 DC sigs on DCB(0,1,4,5,6,7,8,9) 
 DCB(9,10) to 14 Hybrid sigs on PT[8:11], and 2 DC sigs on DCB(10,11) 
 DCB(4,5) used 1 EC_RESET on each SCA, for 2 DC_RESET sigs on DCB(2,3) 

p. Check EC_HYB_i2C (from SCA to Hybrids): 
 DCBs(0,1,6) to PT[0:7] 



 DCB(9) to PT[8:11] 
q. Check EC_DC_i2C on SCA to DC_i2C on DC: 

 According to the diagram in Documentation. (Too long for repeating here.) 
r. Check EC_ADC to DCB/Hybrid thermistors DC/OM_Thermistor: 

 According to the diagram in Documentation. (Too long for repeating here.) 


